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AnSTRACT. Structures produced by chemical etching on the basal plane of ice c rystals have been studied 
a nd a re discussed in terms of non-basal g lide features. Slip bands, revealed by pa rallel rows of e tch pits, 
generally result from a rapidly applied stress. Etch channels were observed relative ly rarely in these exp eri
ments ; they can be inte rpreted as trails of dislocations moving slowly under the act ion of local st resses, 
sometimes to stresses produced during the e tching process. Features of the channels indicate that the 
dislocations emerging on the basal plane a re screw dislocations ; their Burgers vecto r was considered by 
previous authors to b e in the direction < I 123 ) , g liding on {I 122} and {101 o} slip p la nes. This assumption is 
inconsistent with the changes of channel direc tion we observed , for wh ich the {Olll } a nd {2421} slip plan es 
would have to be considered. As a simpler hypothesis the g lide system <000 1) , { IOIO} and ( 0001 ) , { l 120} 
is proposed. 

RESUME . Etude des dislocati?n5 non basales de crislaux de glace. On etudie les fi g ures prod"ites par corrosion 
chimique dans le plan basal des cristaux d e glace et, en re lation avec les resulta ts ob tenus, on discute 
l'existence de plans d e g lissement prism a tiques o u pyramidales . 

On observe que d es a lignements pa ra lle le3 d e figures de corros ion pyramidales, ind iquant des bandes de 
g lissement, sont obtenus genera lement par une deformation rapide. Dans les conditions presentes on a 
obtenu rarement d es canaux de corrosion. IIs apparaient seu lem ent dans des regions li mitees, probablem ent 
sous I'act ion de tens ions locales, et ils peuvent s' interpreter comme les traces de dislocations g lissant lentem ent, 
quelques fois simultanement avec le process us de corrosion. 

L es caracteristiques d es canaux indiquent que les disloca tions, emergeant dans le pla n basal, sont des 
dislocations vis; le vec teur de Burgers a e te considere par d e precedents auteurs , du type ( 1123) , avec les 
plans d e glisscment {I 122} et {IOIO}. 

Nous montrons que cetle supposit ion n ' explique pas les changements de direc tion observes dans les 
canaux et qu 'on d evra it com pleter le systeme en considerant aussi les plans {Olll } e t {242 1}. Comme une 
hypo these plus simp le n o us prop')sons le sys teme de glissement ( 000 1) , {lOi-o} e t <000 1) , {I 120}. 

Z USAM'1EN FASSUNG. Uutersllcizung nicht-basa!er Versetzungen ill E iskristaLlen . Di e Arbc it g il t der Untcrsuchung 
d er chemischen Atzung a n der BasalA ache van Eiskrista ll cn und der Diskuss ion nicht-basa ler Gle iter-
sch einungen. .. 

Di e Ergebnisse lassen daraufsch licss('n , class Gleitba nder, kcnntli ch durch parallcle R cihen von Atznarben , 
im a llgemeinen durch e in e schnell ein wirkencle Spa nnung he rva rge rllfen wercl en . Atzka nale sind untel" cl en 
herrsch enden Beding ungen se\ ten zu beoba ch ten ; sie konncn als Spllren van Versetz ungen ged~utet werden , 
d ie langsam unter cle .. vVirkung ortli che r Spannungen, eventue ll he rvo rgcrufen wa hrend des Atzvorganges, 
vo r sich gehen. 

Das Aussehen cler K ana le deute t cla rauf h in , cl ass cl ie Verse tzungen , di e von cl e r Basa lA ache a usgeh en, 
Schraubencharakter ha ben; ihr Burge rs-V ekto .. wu rcle van f .. Llhe ren Auta ren dem Typ < I 123) zugeschrieben, 
mit G leiten auf {I 122}- und {lol o}-G lc itAachcn . Wir bemerken, dass cli ese Annahme ni cht clie beobachte ten 
Wechsel in cler Kan a lr ichtung erkhi ren konn te unci class {a l II }- unci {242 1)-GleitA achen ebenf"a ll s in Be trach t 
gezogen werden sall te n . Als ein faclwre H ypathcse wird das Gle itsystem ( 000 1) , { IOIO) unci <aoo l ) , { l 120} 
vo rgeschlagen. 

I NTRODUCTION 

R ecent results indicate that eth ylen e dichloride is a good etchant [or ice crystal surfaces. 
T hree types o[ etch pits revea ling the em ergence of disloca tions have been obse rved on different 
planes. They a re hexagona l pyramids on the basa l plane, pits elongated in the direction of the 
c-ax is on planes contain ing this direction, and tri gonal p yramids on som e intermediate pla nes 
(Kuroiwa and Hamilton, 1963; Achava l and others, 1964; Bryant a nd Mason , 1960 ; 
Muguruma, 1961,1963). On the basal plane etch channels, generally in ( 1010) or ( 1120) 
directions have a lso been observed (Kuroiwa and Hamilton, [963; Mug uruma and Higashi, 
1963 [b] ) . They were specifi cally studied by Muguruma and Higashi ( 1963 [b] ) in crystals 
deformed plastica lly by bending and by shearing, and they were interpreted as traces of 
dislocations gliding in slip planes perpendicular or nearly perpendicular to the basal plane. 
They were considered as proof of the existence of non-basal slip in ice c rysta ls, which it had 
not been possible to demonstrate by direct study of their plastic deformation (Muguruma and 
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Higashi, Ig63[a], [b] ) . The formation of etch-pit rows in the same crystallographic directions 
was considered by these authors as a more unusual feature, only observed in localized regions 
of their crystals. In the only example they give, various etch-pit patterns are formed in different 
directions in the same small area; they were interpreted as slip bands in ( 1010) directions and 
as the result of cross-glide multiplication in < 1120) directions. 

The present investigation was carried out almost simultaneously with most recent of these 
other investigations. It provides some complementary information which leads to further 
discussion of the previous conclusions. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The samples were grown in "Pyrex" glass tubes about 3·5 cm. in diameter, their axis 
being parallel to the temperature gradient. Distilled water of about 10- 6 ohm- I cm. - I was 
used. The resulting specimens were usually single crystals, though sometimes two or three 
crystals, and varied in length from 3 to 6 cm. The orientation of the crystals was determined 
using the method of Higuchi ( 1958) . The c-axis and, usually, one of the a-axes were found 
to lie in a plane perpendicular to the temperature gradient. 

A smooth surface nearly parallel to the basal plane was prepared on the ice rod and the 
thermal etching process was repeated. The resulting surface then had a 2 per cent solution 
of formvar in ethylene dichloride applied to it, and the resulting chemical etching inside the 
large thermal etch pits was studied using the replica films by optical microscopy. 

Some samples were plastically deformed in compression using a small press adjusted 
manually. The compression was generally applied for a few seconds; the strain was measured 
under the microscope. 

The samples were stored and handled at about - 15°C. in a cold chamber of average 
relative humidity about 50 per cent. 

RESULTS 

Etch-pit patterns 

Typical etch pits with hexagonal symmetry were observed on the basal plane. When the 
crystals had been plastically deformed, slip bands generally appeared, marked by sets of 
parallel rows of pits almost homogeneously distributed over large regions of the crystals 
(Achaval and others, Ig64) as shown in Figure 1. The direction of the stress, marked by the 
arrow, was nearly parallel to the axis of the rod . The slip bands are formed in a < 10(0) 
direction making an angle of about 60 degrees with the stress axis. The strain was about 
3 per cent. The pit rows in Figure 2 run in a < I 120) direction , which in this case is nearly 
perpendicular to the applied stress. The strain was I per cent. In this case the etch features 
were formed inside a large thermal pit whose surfaces formed various different angles with the 
basal plane. An inclined section of rows of dislocations can be seen on a surface forming an 
angle of less than 60 degrees with the corresponding slip planes ; the elongated etch pits are 
parallel to the projection of the c-axis on this surface. 

Ordered patterns of etch pits were also frequently observed in our crystals without the 
application of an external stress, but in this case the rows were approximately parallel to the 
direction of growth (Fig. 3). Figures 3 and I were obtained on the same crystal respectively 
before and after straining; the results are similar but the direction of the rows of etch pits 
has been changed by 60 degrees after straining. These results indicate that the stresses produced 
during crystal growth may be enough to originate non-basal glide. If we suppose these stresses 
to be related to the different expansion coefficients of ice and glass, and if we consider a 
temperature variation during the process between 0° and - 20°C., a maximum radial strain 
of o· I per cent can be deduced. 
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The density of dislocations has been determined in various samples and an average value 
of 2 X 10 6 cm. _ 2 was found without any difference between stressed and unstressed samples. 
The distance between etch pit rows was about 2ofL. 

Etch channels 

Kuroiwa and H amilton ( 1963) observed the formation of etch channels in crystals etched 
and stressed at the same time. They considered them to be the result of direct etching on 
moving d islocations. In some cases the channels had a tapering shape, which they rela ted to a 

Fig . I . Rows of etch /)its in a stressed clystal. Stress axis in direction of arrow (x 200) 

Fig. 2. Inclined sectioll of rows of etch f)it s in a stressed crystal ( X 150) 
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reduction in dislocation velocity. Muguruma and Higashi ( Ig63[b] ) obtained a high channel 
density in their crysta ls, which were slowly deformed by bending and by shearing- a shear 
stress of 2 kg.cm. - z applied for 24 hr. at - SoC. produced a 3 per cent deformation and a 
channel density of 105 cm. - l . Their crysta ls were thermally etched by Higuchi 's technique 
and chemically etched about 24 hr. a fter the stress had been removed. They interpreted the 
channels as being due to trails of defects left behind by moving dislocations, which etched 
easily b ecause of the consequent impurity segre/:,ation . They observed that channels were 
generally formed of hranches in < 1010> and < I 120> directions, the former being thinner and 
longer, the latter genera lly short and of tapering shape. 

In our case channels were seldom observed, but a relatively high channel density was 
revealed in a region of one sample formed near the bottom of the glass tube. This sample had 
not been stressed externally. Various examples are shown in Figures 4 to 8, where some 

Fig. 3. Rows of etch Pits formed without external stressing. Growth direction shown by arrow ( x 120) 

differences from Muguruma and Higashi's results can be seen . T apering channels predominate 
in Figure 4, and run in both < IO 10> a nd < I 120) directions. They are form ed near the edge 
of a la rge thermal pit a nd approxima tely follow the slope of the surface, their thinner end 
pointing down-slope. F igure S shows several non-tapering channels in a < 1120> direction ; 
they j oin together two groups of hexagonal pits one of which is of high density. Figure 6 shows 
channels forming more complex pa tterns ; they seem to be deflected in the vicinity of an etch 
pit or of another channel. In Figure 7 two channels seem to begin simultaneously a t the left 
of the photograph, they turn around a n hexagonal pit in nearly pa ra llel paths and then 
separate into different directions. One of them comes across anoth er pa ir of pits and turns 
again in order to pass a long the narrow space between them . In Figure 8 channels in < 1120 > 
directions predomina te, radia ting from a centre of high dislocation density. They are relatively 
wide but not strongly tapering. They generally end in small hexagonal pi ts. W e have observed 
simila r channels in som e polycrystalline samples, both stressed and unstressed. 

These results show that no rigid distinction between < 1 120) tapering cha nnels and < 1 010 > 
non-ta pering channels can be esta blished ; instead a r ela tionship eviden tly exists between 
both types of channels and between the channels and hexagona l etch pits, indicating a 
common origin for these phenomena . 
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DISCUSSIO N 

From the experimental evidence now available it is possible to relate some of the various 
features produced by etching on the basal plane to the different experimental conditions. 
C rystals strained by a rapidly applied external stress usually show etch pits arranged in 
parallel rows, the direction of which is clearly related to the stress ax is. On the other hand 
previous work had shown that etch channels predominate in ice crystals slowly deformed by a 
stress applied for a period of several hours, and these channels show a complicated pattern 
which cannot be easily related to the direction of the applied stress. In our experiments 

Fig. 4. Tapering etch channels in <1120) and <!Olo) directions ( X 1,000) 

Fig . 5 . N OIl-tajJering channels in <1120) direction ( x 1,000 ) 
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Fig. 6. Channels deflected in the vicinity of elch jlits (X 500) 

Fig. 7. Channels deflected in the vicinity of etch pits ( X 1,000) 

Fig . 8. Channels radiating from a centre of diformation (x 500) 
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channels were mainly obtained in regions where no common direction prevails either for etch 
channels or for rows of etch pits. Consequently local stresses are probably an important factor 
in the straining of these regions. 

Surface conditions seem to have some influence on the channels; in Figure 4 their direction 
is related to the slope of the ice surface, while in Figures 6 and 7 the deflection of channels has 
probably been determined by the surface modifications around the chemical e tch pits and 
not by direct interaction between dislocations, for the minimum distance from the channel 
to the centre of the pit is usually several microns. This behaviour indicates that the dislocations 
giving rise to the channels have moved during the development of chemical etching, and so it 
may be inferred that channels are easily etched simultaneously with , or immediately after, the 
movement of their dislocations. This result is in accordance with the observations of Kuroiwa 
and Hamilton ( Ig63), whose channels were etched at the same time as the stress was being 
applied . Thus the channel distribution in the experiments ofMuguruma and Higashi ( I g63[b] ) 
could also be interpreted as revealing slow dislocation movem ent taking place after the removal 
of the stress up to the time of the thermal or chemical etching. 

However, the possibility cannot be excluded that the channels m ay be etched some time 
after the glide of the dislocations, and here some analogy probably exists be tween these 
channels in ice and the trails previously observed in silicon by Dash ( lgS8) a nd in zinc and 
cadmium by Price ( Ig60) . These tra ils have been interpreted as lines of defects left behind by 
the non-conservative motion of jogs formed in gliding screw di slocations. Considering the 
similarity in structure between ice, zinc and cadmium (all three being hexagonal in the D~ H 
group), Muguruma and Higashi ( lg63[b]) suppose that the same type of screw dislocations 
considered by Price, with Burgers vector t < I 123) , would be responsible for the features 
observed in ice, for which they assume the glide systems ( 1123) {11 22} and « 123) {IOIO}. 
They a lso attempt to use this to explain the tapering shape of their < 1 120) channels; they 
consider that a < I (23) dislocation g liding in a {IOI O} plane would leave behind a trail along a 
< I 122) direction, which is inclincd to basal plane. T his trail wo uld emerge progressively at 
the surface during the evaporation process preceding the chemical etching, a nd so the etch 
would be d eeper at the place where it first em erged. 

From our experiments we must conclude that if < I 123) dislocations are responsible for 
the patterns formed by the channels in ice, it is necessary to have a more complex system of 
slip planes . As can be seen in Figures 4 to 8, different branches of a channel generall y form 
angles of 300 (or 1500) 600 (o r (200) or, in a few cases, goD with each o ther. The corresponding 
slip planes for a di slocation orig ina lly gliding in the (1122) plane are shown in Figure g. In 
Figure ga the d eflected channel is along [2110] and the corresponding slip plan e is (0 111 ) ; 
in Figure gb the deflected channel is a long [1 010] a nd the slip pla ne is (2421 ) , while in Figure 
gc they are respectively [I 120] and (I 100) . All tra ils apart from the initial one would be 
inclined to the basal plane with increasing slope from F igure ga to Figure gc. Only the last 
case belongs completely to th e g lide systems proposed by Muguruma and Higashi, so according 
to these authors' hypothesis only channels branching at right angles should be observed, the 
< I 120> bra nches being tapering. H owever , their own photographs on ly show channels 
branching at 300 (or 1500) a nd 600 (or (200) . In o ur experiments two cases of channels forming 
perpendicular branches were observed, marked A and B in Figure 6. None of these branches 
was tapering . W e conclude that if non-basal g lide in ice crystals is due to the m ovement of 
< I 123) dislocations, the g lide systems proposed by Mug uruma and Higashi should be 
supplemented by the other slip pla nes shown in Figure 9. The channels more d eveloped in 
length being mainl y formed b y branches in < 10(0) directions at 600 (or (200) to each other , 
both { I 122} and {2421} should be considered as principa l slip planes. 

On the other hand, we have shown in Figure 2 that, when inclined sections of dislocation 
lines are observed, they a ppear to be para llel to the projection of the c-axis (see also fi gure I I 
in Kuroiwa and H amilton ( 1963) ) . Thus we may assume for ice the much simpler slip 
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systems ( Door ) {IOIO}, ( ODDI ) {I 120}. W e also notice that the lattice vector is shorter in the 
< 000 I ) direction than in the < I 123) direc tion. Also it is not obviously justifiable to generalize 
the Burgers vector accepted for the hexagonal close-packed structure of zinc and cadmium 
to the more complicated la ttice of ice with its tetrahedral arrangement of H 20 molecules . 
Finally it should be noted that neither the systems proposed here nor those proposed b y 
Muguruma and Higashi as modified above can expla in properly the tapering shape of some 
channels by the inclination of trails to the basal plane. For our systems all the trails should lie 

(Z~21) 

a. 6 

(1100) 

c 

Fig. 9. Possible glide j)lanes for a < J J 23> screw dislocatio'l 

in the basa l plane, while for M uguruma and Higashi' s tapering should be a very general 
feature. Accordingly tapering must be d e termined by some other cause such as changes in the 
dislocation velocity. The research on the behaviour of dislocations in ice is being continued in 
this Institute to obtain more definite inform ation about these matters. 
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